Abstract

This document provides a guide on how to configure the LPC313x LCD interface.
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1. Introduction

The LPC313x/4x/5x devices provide an LCD interface which can be used to interface with 6800 (Motorola) and 8080 (Intel) compatible LCD controllers with 4/8/16-bit modes. A serial interface is also supported, and the output clock can be shifted by 25 %, 50 %, or 75 % in order to comply with the specifications of the LCD controller.

Using the LCD interface is mutually exclusive with using SDRAM, i.e., users may use just one, or the other, but not both in a system. However, bus-based LCD panels which have an embedded LCD controller and frame buffer can be connected to the memory bus so that both SDRAM and an LCD panel can be used in such a configuration. This configuration does not use the LCD interface IP at all in the LPC31xx.

The speed of the interface can be adjusted in software to match the speed of the connected LCD display. In addition, a 16 byte FIFO is implemented for sending control and data information to the LCD controller. Support for maskable interrupts and DMA transfers is provided.

This application note provides a guide to program the LCD interface for both serial and parallel modes. Embedded Artists' EALPC3131 evaluation board is used (for serial mode) and full source code is included which requires the Keil tool (evaluation version can be used). The NXP LPC313x Common Driver Library (CDL) is required and is available for download from:

http://www.standardics.nxp.com/support/documents/microcontrollers/zip/lpc313x.cdl.drivers.zip

The provided folder should be copied into the following directory (where the CDL is installed):

C:\nxpmcu\Software\cspslpc313x\bsps\ea3131\examples\n
2. Configuring the EA3131 board (only for Serial mode)

On the EALPC3131 evaluation board, although the LCD interface is not supported, some lines are available through connector J8 (expansion connector). See Fig 1. The following signals are available from J8 connector:

Table 1. J8 connector signals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signal (for serial mode)</th>
<th>J8 – pin #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mLCD_DB_15 (serial data out)</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mLCD_DB_14 (serial data in)</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mLCD_DM_13 (serial clock)</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mLCD_CSB</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For debug purposes, an Oscilloscope can be connected here to probe these lines in order to monitor the LCD interface signals for Serial mode.

The lines required for Parallel mode are not available on this board, so the user should monitor these lines using his or her own board.
3. Programming the LCD interface

Before using the LCD Interface to send commands and/or data to the LCD display, some initialization and configuration is required. Initialization consists of configuring the LCD/EBI pins in LCD mode (the LCD interface lines are multiplexed with the External Bus Interface lines), enabling the LCD’s clock signals, configuring the required operation mode (serial or parallel, 4, 8, or 16 bits, 8080 or 6800 mode, etc) and the interrupt system (if interrupts will be used).

Once the LCD interface is properly initialized and configured, it can be used to send commands and data to the LCD display. This is accomplished by writing to the appropriate register. For example, for 8-bit and 16-bit instructions, the INST_BYTE register should be written. For 32-bit instructions, the INST_WORD register should be used instead. When sending data to the LCD display, the DATA_BYTE register should be used with 8-bit or 16-bit data, while the DATA_WORD register should be used for 32-bit data.

Fig 2 shows the code used to initialize the LCD interface.
In the above code, line (1) configures the LCD/EBI pins in LCD mode, while lines (2) and (3) enable the LCD_PCLK and LCD_CLK signals respectively. In case the speed of the interface needs to be adjusted to match the speed of the connected LCD display, the clock default values can be modified in the `lpc313x_cgu_default.c` file (see domain 3 – AHB0_APB2 ClockDomain).

In order to configure the LCD_CONTROL register, the `lcd_config.h` file presents a graphical menu where different configuration options can be set (the Configuration Wizard tab should be selected). This is shown in Fig 3.
In the above configuration menu, the desired Serial / Parallel mode should be selected (don't select both at the same time). Once this mode is selected, the corresponding options are enabled and available for modification.

The #define statements, with their selected values for the Serial Mode, are shown in Fig 4.

```c
/* Serial Mode */
#define Enable_Serial_Mode 1
#define MSB_First_serial 0
#define Invert_CS_Serial 0
#define Serial_CLK_Shift 3

/* Parallel Mode */
#define Enable_Parallel_Mode 0
#define MI_Motorola_6800 0
#define Data_bus_width 16
#define MSB_First_4_bits 1
#define Invert_CS_Parallel 1
#define E_RD_active 1
```

The next step is to configure the LCD_CONTROL register with the above configuration. This is shown in Fig 5.
The last part of the LCD interface initialization is configuring the appropriate LCD Interrupt Mask register (LCD_INT_MASK). The default value for this register is 0x0F, which means interrupts are masked and not generated. When interrupts need to be enabled just write a 0 in the corresponding bit of the Interrupt Mask register.

Once the LCD interface is properly initialized, commands and data can be sent to the LCD display. An example of this is shown in Fig 6.

```c
/* LCD Control register configuration */
#endif /* Enable_Serial_Mode */

#if Enable_Serial_Mode
    LCD_IF->Control = LCD_CTRL_PS | (MSE_First_serial << 17) |
                     (Invert_CS_Serial << 15) | (Serial_CLK_Shift << 4);
#endif /* Enable_Serial_Mode */

#if Enable_Serial_Mode
    LCD_IF->Control = (MSEMotorola_6000 << 2) | (Invert_CS_Parallel << 15) |
                      (E_RD_active ^ NI_Motorola_6800) << 16;
#endif /* Enable_Serial_Mode */

#if Data_bus_width == 4
    LCD_IF->control |= (LCD_CTRL_IF_4 | (MSB_First_4_bits << 17));
#endif /* Data_bus_width == 4*/

#if Data_bus_width == 16
    LCD_IF->control |= LCD_CTRL_IF_16;
#endif /* Data_bus_width == 16 */

#endif /* Enable_Serial_Mode */

/* Start sending data & commands to the LCD */
while(1){
    /* check if there is space in fifo */
    while (!(LCD_STS_COUNT_GET(LCD_IF->status) < 16));
    /* Send Data to the LCD */
    LCD_IF->data_byte = 0x55;

    /* check if there is space in fifo */
    while (!(LCD_STS_COUNT_GET(LCD_IF->status) < 16));
    /* Send a Command to the LCD */
    LCD_IF->inst_byte = 0x55;
}
```

Fig 6. Sending data and commands to the LCD display
In the above code, the data is written into the DATA_BYTE register (using the pointer LCD->data_byte), while commands are written into INST_BYTE (using LCD->inst_byte). These same registers can be used to write 16-bit data. For 32-bit, we use DATA_WORD and INST_WORD registers.

The `while (! (LCD_STS_COUNT_GET(LCD_IF->status) < 16))` line will check if the FIFO has space before writing to the register.

4. Testing the LCD interface

The following scopes show the LCD interface timing when configured in different modes. The attached screenshot shows the software’s configuration used in each case.

![LCD interface in Serial mode, showing both an Instruction and Data Write cycle](image)
Fig 8. Serial mode with Chip Select active LOW and bit 7 transmitted first

Fig 9. Serial mode showing CLK shifted 25% (Mode 1)
Fig 10. LCD interface in 4-bit Parallel mode, Motorola 6800 selected, showing a Data write cycle

Fig 11. Same configuration as in Fig 10, but transmitting bits 3-0 first
Fig 12. LCD interface in 4-bit Parallel mode, Intel 8080 mode selected, showing a Data Write cycle

Fig 13. Same configuration as in Fig 12 but with Chip select active LOW, E_RD (and RW_WR) signal active LOW, and bits 7-4 transmitted first
5. Conclusion

The LCD interface of the LPC313x/4x/5x is very flexible as it allows connection with many different LCD display types, such as serial or parallel. A broad range of these displays is supported by adjusting the speed in software. In addition, DMA transfers, which help to reduce CPU loading from LCD refreshing tasks, can be used.
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